PLEASE READ THIS SOFTWARE LlCENSE AGREEMENT ("LlCENSE") CAREFULLY BEFORE USING
THE SOFTWARE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS LlCENSE, RETURN THE
basICColor SOFTWARE TO THE PLACE WHERE YOU OBTAINED IT FOR A REFUND OR DELETE IT
FROM YOUR COMPUTER. DO NOT USE THE LICENSE FILE OR TAN IN THIS CASE.
IMPORTANT! As soon as you will have requested or received the license key (.lic file) a binding license
contract between you and basICColor GmbH will have been affected.
1. Definition
1.1. License: permission to use basICColor software under this agreement.
1.2. NFR (Not For Resale): Software for resellers for demonstrating, supporting and testing only.
1.3. Demo version: Software for time limited evaluation purposes.
1.4. Beta version: Pre-released software version for testing purposes only.
2. License
basICColor GmbH is the licensor. If there is a subsidiary company in the country where the software was
obtained the subsidiary company is the licensor. The licensor hereby permits the use of the attached
software including all documentation (hereinafter "Software") regardless on what storage device the
software is saved. Transfer of ownership is for the storage device only. basICColor and/or the licensors of
basICColor keep ownership and all other rights on the software. All rights to use the software and copies
thereof are subject to this agreement.
3. Terms and Restrictions
The licensor hereby grants permission to install and use the software in your work environment. You are
entitled to use the software on one computer per obtained license. You are entitled to save a machine
readable copy for back-up purposes only. You are obliged to include all authors and all copyrights if a
copy is made. You are not allowed to:
3.1. decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble or change the software in any other way
3.2. modify, change, this software or create new software that is based on this software or parts thereof
3.3. sell the software after it has been installed and unlocked on one of your computers, or let another
party use the software in any way
3.4. transfer the software via a network to another computer outside your work environment
3.5. install and use the software on several computers and virturell machines
3.6. save and use the software on further systems to consult outside your work environment.
THE basICColor SOFTWARE IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR
FACILITIES, AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS, LlFE SUPPORT MACHINES OR OTHER EQUIPMENT IN WHICH THE FAllURE OF THE
basICColor SOFTWARE COULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.
When you do not follow these restrictions you are no longer allowed to use the software even when the
licensor has not terminated the contract.
4. Derived products
4.1. basICColor ICC-profiles for printers, printing machines, scanners and digital cameras.
Profiles created with basICColor are subject to this license agreement. The profiles may be used on all
computers or devices of the licensee. The profiles can not be passed on to a third party to archive a
greater value, a better use or to increase the attractivity of a product of the licensee. In this case a
separate agreement has to be made with basICColor. Profiles created as a service need a separate
agreement also - regardless whether the service is free of charge or not. Profiles imbedded in graphics,
picture data or PDF documents may be passed on if the production process requires it. (ie. photographer

to prepress company or pre-press to printer). Any further commercial use requires a separate agreement
with basICColor. It is not allowed to pass on profiles that have been created with Beta-, Demo-, or NFR
versions of the software.
4.2. basICColor ICC-monitor profiles
To be entitled to use monitor calibrations and profiles
4.2.1. the user has to hold a valid license for each computer and each basICCColor program.
4.2.2. service providers can obtain a special service version of basICColor display. With this version
basICColor allows the service providers to calibrate and profile customer computers that do not hold a
valid license
4.2.3. Passing on profiles that have been created with Beta-, Demo-, or NFR versions is not allowed
under any circumstances.
4.3. basICColor ICC-DeviceLinks
DeviceLinks created with basICColor software are subject to this license agreement. DeviceLinks may be
used on all computers and devices of the licensee. The DeviceLinks can not be passed on to a third party
to archive a greater value, a better use or to increase the attractivity of a product of the licensee. In this
case a separate agreement with basICColor is needed. The creation of DeviceLinks with basICColor
software is allowed if the following requirements are met:
4.3.1. The profiling service provider holds a purchased license of basICColor Devil and credits the agreed
license fees to basICColor GmbH.
4.3.2. DeviceLinks that have been created with a Demo version of basICColor Devil are sent to
basICColor GmbH regardless of their use. Once the additional license fee has been paid basICColor will
unlock the links.
4.3.3. Alternatively a volume license of basICColor Devil can be obtained that allows an unlimited transfer
of DeviceLinks.
4.3.4. For passing on DeviceLinks it is binding to hold a software maintenance contract of basICColor
Devil.
4.3.5. It is not allowed to pass on DeviceLinks that have been created with the Beta version of the
software.
4.4. basICColor measurement data
Measurement data that has been created with basICColor catch and/or has been optimized with
basICColor IMProve are subject to this license agreement. Data created with basICColor catch or data
optimized with basICColor IMProve may be used on all computers and devices of the licensee. This data
can not be passed on to a third party to archive a greater value, a better use or to increase the attractivity
of a product of the licensee. In this case a separate agreement with basICColor is required.The optimizing
of data with basICColor IMProve as a service is only allowed in combination with a purchased servicelicense. It is not allowed to create and/or optimize measurement data with the use of the Beta-,Demo-, or
NFR versions of the software.
5. Warranty
Errors in Software cannot be ruled out. The licensor warrants in accordance with the legal regulations
only. The statute of limitations is 6 months starting on the delivery date of the software. The licensor is at
liberty to warrant repair or replacement. If repair or replacement are not satisfactory the licensee can
request to lower the license fee or to terminate the contract. Software that has been changed, extended
or damaged is not under warranty unless it can be proven that the change, extension, or damage is not
responsible for the error.
6. Damage liability
A contractual or non-contractual liability for damages on the part of licensor and its employees and agents
shall only exist if the damage is due to gross negligence or intent. A further compelling legal liability

remains unaffected. The licensor's liability is limited to the pecuniary loss which he ought to have
foreseen, unless the damage is due to gross negligence on the part of an organ or a senior employee of
the licensor or by intent upon conclusion of the contract as a possible consequence of the breach. There
is no liability for the loss of data unless it could not have been avoided by the use of frequent backup of
data in machine readable form as it is common in daily commercial transactions. Furthermore there is no
liability for damages caused by malfunctioning software that could have been avoided by frequent and
timely checks. Liability claims expire with the legal regulations or after two years beginning at the delivery
date with the exception of claims from the Product Liability Act.
7. Export
You may not use or otherwise export or re-export the basICColor Software except as authorized by the
laws of the jurisdiction in which the basICColor Software was obtained.
8. Governing Law and Severability
If basICColor GmbH has a subsidiary company in the country where the software was obtained the
licensing agreement is governed by the laws of this country. Otherwise this license agreement is
governed by the laws of Germany.
9. Completeness
This license agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the license
and supersedes all prior oral or written agreements. Changes and additions to this contract must be in
writing. Any translation of this License is done for local requirements and the German version of this
License shall govern.
___________
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